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Unlimited networking opportunities at MedtecLIVE and
MedTech Summit as new partnerships are confirmed



Associations, organisations and regional agencies take part in the
best networked event for the industry
Talk to the right people at the Partnering Event – open to all
participants

Networking enthusiasts from the medical technology scene have their
sights firmly set on MedtecLIVE. In 2019, the trade fair pairing with
MedTech Summit Congress & Partnering established itself in the
European medical technology sector right from the outset. Moreover,
there’s barely any other event in the sector that’s as well networked
as MedtecLIVE. More than 20 associations and organisations are
already supporting the next round of the trade fair with congress.
Exhibitors can benefit from the high calibre of the visitors and provide
their own input at two forums and the matchmaking event
“Partnering”. MedtecLIVE will take place at Exhibition Centre
Nuremberg from 31 March to 2 April 2020.
MedtecLIVE with MedTech Summit enjoys the support of prestigious
associations and organisations such as ZVEI, VDI, VDE, BVMed and
Bitkom. The input they provide ensures knowledge transfer, innovative
strength and an interface with policy-makers. The event is also backed by a
large number of clusters and networking organisations from the health
sector. They include MedLife (North-Rhine Westphalia), hannoverimpuls
(Lower Saxony), Medical Valley EMN (Bavaria), Cluster Med-Tech
(Saxony-Anhalt), Saaris (Saarland), DiagnostikNet-BB and HealthCapital
(Berlin-Brandenburg) and biosaxony (Saxony). As a interregional
association, institutional sponsor Forum MedTech Pharma e.V. contributes
the expertise of its network.

Meeting place for ideas
Associations from neighbouring European countries also support and
contribute to MedtecLIVE, in part by hosting pavilions. Dr Kurt Höller,
Director of Business Creation at EIT Health, the EU network to promote
health innovations and another MedtecLIVE partner, says: “MedtecLIVE
2020 is noticeably developing into a hub for the best ideas on health
innovations in Europe, so for EIT Health it’s an event not to be missed.
From our pool of more than 500 start-ups we will be bringing promising
entrepreneurs and young companies along to the trade fair. The start-up
contest will once again be a highlight of the event.”
Matchmaking event accessible to all participants
At MedtecLIVE with MedTech Summit Congress & Partnering, forging new
business contacts takes centre-stage and there are a number of formats
designed to facilitate this process. As well as the traditional exhibition on
around 15,000 square metres, there are forums, special display areas, the
congress programme and the popular matchmaking event “Partnering”. At
MedtecLIVE 2020, this matchmaking event is open to all participants –
exhibitors, trade fair and congress visitors or speakers – at no extra cost.
Simply register in advance, invite and confirm appointments with the people
you wish to talk to and then meet them in the Partnering Area at the event.
The expertise and inspiration provided by the MedTech Summit also
ensure efficient networking among national and international partners and
industry players. For more information about MedtecLIVE and MedTech
Summit Congress & Partnering and the partners and supporters of the
event please go to: www.medteclive.com

About MedtecLIVE and MedTech Summit
MedtecLIVE trade fair in combination with MedTech Summit Congress &
Partnering is a leading networking platform for the international medical
technology community. The range of solutions on display covers the full
medical technology supply chain, from prototypes to market-ready
products. Companies, associations and institutions come together at
MedtecLIVE to make contacts, share ideas and create new innovations.
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The international alignment of MedtecLIVE was confirmed in 2019, when it
welcomed visitors from 50 different countries who networked with the more
than 400 exhibitors from 30 nations. At the renowned MedTech Summit
Congress & Partnering event that accompanies the exhibition, enables
manufacturers, end-users and researchers to hold interdisciplinary
discussions on the future developments in the sector. This particular event
is organised by the Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs, Regional
Development and Energy and realised by Bayern Innovativ. The industry
network Forum MedTech Pharma is the institutional sponsor of
MedtecLIVE and MedTech Summit.
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For all press releases, further information and photos please visit:
www.medteclive.com/en/news
Additional services for journalists and media representatives are available
at: www.medteclive.com/press
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